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Submission: This is just a joke, there is no real commitment from the government for long term true recycling. The government
has known for 12 months that China was closing the gate on accepting environmental waste  what was our useless government
doing towards permanently FIXING this major problem  probably hoping another country will take over sorting out our
garbage problem  again no real leadership. Their answer put the garbage in a really big shed  load it on a boat  send it half
way around the world adding to global warming with ships burning of fossil fuels on the way  job done. Why not learn from
Norway's environmental policies and make the Beveridge industry responsible for the plastic bottles they manufacture  After
all they are the ones making HUGE profits out of there mostly SUGAR drinks  which is creating our epidemic of diabetes and
obesity  make them responsible for there created rubbish. Governments have to grow some balls and show genuine leadership
on our environmental garbage before we all die in our own created rubbish dump. England had an article on TV the other day 
they have created a hi tech machine which you feed bottles in one end and is converted to saleable oil (this is true recycling)
where is the money commitment from the government into research  Australia use to be the BEST country in the world for
research until this medievile LNP government took away costing and funding research  there fore our brilliant research
scientist had to go over seas. You don't have to be blind to not see that the government is helping their mates in the Petro
chemical industry to use virgin resources straight from the earth  there is no real money in recycling  this is the mind set of this
uneducated LNP government. Use these resources to day for MY profit now  stuff our grandchildren they can go to another
planet to find their own resource  I want it all now is their war cry. All forms of government local  state and federal must
work together

